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Abstract
We address the question of how to represent an interacting action for a tower of confor-
mal higher spin fields in a form covariant with respect to a background metric. We use the
background metric to define the star product which plays a central role in the definition of the
corresponding gauge transformations. By analogy with the kinetic term in the 4-derivative
Weyl gravity action expanded near an on-shell background one expects that the kinetic term
in such an action should be gauge-invariant in a Bach-flat metric. We demonstrate this fact to
first order in expansion in powers of the curvature of the background metric. This generalizes
the result of arXiv:1404.7452 for spin 3 case to all conformal higher spins. We also com-
ment on a possibility of extending this claim to terms quadratic in the curvature and discuss
the appearance of background-dependent mixing terms in the quadratic part of the conformal
higher spin action.
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1 Introduction
Conformal higher spin (CHS) field models are s > 2 generalizations of Maxwell (F 2µν ) and Weyl
(C2µνλρ) theories [1, 2, 3, 4]. While they have higher-derivative ∂2s kinetic terms and thus are
formally non-unitary they have a remarkable feature of describing pure spin s states off-shell, i.e.
have maximal spin s gauge symmetry consistent with locality.
The free CHS action in flat 4-dimensional space may be written as
Ss =
∫
d4x hsPs ∂
2s hs =
∫
d4x (−1)s CsCs , (1.1)
where hs = (hµ1...µs) is a totally symmetric tensor and Ps = (P
µ1...µs
ν1...νs ) is the transverse projector
which is traceless and symmetric within µ and ν groups of indices. This action is thus invariant
under a combination of differential (generalized reparametrizations) and algebraic (generalized
2
Weyl) gauge transformations: δhs = ∂ǫs−1 + η2ωs−2 (here η2 is a flat metric and ǫ and ω are
parameter tensors). Cs = (Cµ1...µs,ν1...νs) is the gauge-invariant field strength or generalized
Weyl tensor.
The theory containing an infinite tower of CHS fields hs (s = 0, 1, 2, ...) is a non-trivial inter-
acting field theory with an action that can be defined as a local part of an induced action [3, 4, 5, 6].
Explicitly, one may start with a free CFT of N scalar fields
∫
d4x φ∗i ∂
2φi which has the on-shell
conserved and traceless spin s currents Js = φ∗iJsφi (Js ∼ ∂s + ...) and consider the generating
functional for correlation functions of these currents
Γ[h] = N log det∆(h) , ∆(h) = −∂2 +
∑
s
hs Js . (1.2)
Here hs(x) are source fields which have linearized gauge symmetries implied by the on-shell
conservation and tracelessness of the currents Js.1 The UV logarithmically divergent part of (1.2)
is local, has the required linearized gauge symmetries and expanded in hs starts with (1.1) as
its quadratic term.2 The coefficient of the logarithmic divergence (or, equivalently, the t0 Seeley
coefficient in the small t expansion of the heat kernel of the operator ∆(h)) can thus be taken as a
definition of the full CHS action, i.e.
S[h] = N
[
log det∆(h)
]
logΛ
∼ N Tr e−t∆(h)
∣∣∣
t=0
. (1.3)
In this particular construction N plays the role of the square of the inverse coupling constant
which, in general, can be arbitrary. A discussion of some cubic and quartic terms in this action
appeared in [5, 7, 8].3
This CHS theory has a close connection to AdS/CFT but has also several remarkable features
on its own. On general grounds, the theory SCHS ∼
∫
d4x(h20 + F
2
µν + C
2
µνλρ + ....) with di-
mensionless coupling constant should be renormalizable – the gauge symmetries should fix the
local action uniquely. The central question is the absence of anomalies, in particular, the Weyl
anomaly. It was found in [6, 9] that the one-loop a-coefficient of Weyl anomaly of the d = 4 CHS
theory vanishes under a particular prescription (which should be consistent with the underlying
symmetries, see also [10, 11]) for summation over spins. The same was found also for the one-
loop conformal anomaly c-coefficient [9, 10, 12, 11] under the assumption that contributions to
1According to vectorial AdS/CFT this induced action should follow also from the massless higher spin theory in
the AdS5 bulk upon computing it on the solution of the equations of motion with hs setting the boundary conditions
for the 5d massless higher spin fields.
2One gets Γ[h] = N
∑
s
∫
hsKshs + O(h
3) , where Ks ∼ N−1 < Js(x)Js(x′) > ∼ Ps |x − x′|−4−2s ∼
Ps ∂
2s δ(4)(x − x′) log Λ + .... Let us note that to get diagonal kinetic terms for all CHS fields one needs to apply a
certain field redefinition required to make the algebraic Weyl-type symmetry manifest [4].
3Since the dimension of hs is 2 − s and the theory is scale invariant the hm (m = 3, 4, ...) interaction vertex
containing fields of spins si (i = 1, . . . ,m) involves k = 4 +
∑m
i=1 (si − 2) derivatives. Thus the coupling to the
dimension 0 spin 2 field (conformal graviton) is special: one may add an arbitrary number of h2 factors in the vertex
without increasing the number of derivatives.
3
the conformal anomaly from higher derivative CHS operators on Ricci flat background factorize.4
As the Weyl symmetry is one of the CHS gauge symmetries, this is an indication that the same
anomaly cancellation may apply to all algebraic CHS symmetries.
The CHS theory has also the vanishing Casimir energy on R×S3 [14] and zero total number of
degrees of freedom (trivial flat-space partition function) [11] which is a reflection of the large un-
derlying gauge symmetry of this theory. The global part of this symmetry also strongly constrains
the S-matrix involving exchanges of the CHS fields implying that it should be trivial [7, 8].
The action (1.3) is naturally defined as an expansion in powers of hs fields near flat space. It
can thus be interpreted as a higher spin interacting classical conformal field theory. One may
then wonder if it may admit a reparametrization and Weyl covariant generalization to a curved
background which is known to exist for the standard low-spin (s = 1, 2) cases. Assuming that
the s = 2 field hµν may be interpreted as the conformal graviton, one may ask if the action
(1.3) can be rewritten (after some field redefinitions) as an expansion near a curved background
gµν → gµν + hµν .
Here we will restrict attention to terms in the CHS action that are quadratic in the fields hs but
all-order in the background metric gµν and address the question which background geometries
admit a consistent (gauge-covariant) propagation of hs. It follows from the flat-space conformal
invariance that the CHS field can be consistently defined on any conformally flat background
gµν(x) = σ(x)ηµν . In the case of an arbitrary σ(x) the form of the generic spin s kinetic operator
is not known explicitly but can be reconstructed, in principle, by a σ-dependent rescaling of the
field (assuming there exists a Weyl-invariant generalization of the flat-space action (1.1)).5 In the
case of a homogeneous conformally-flat space (4-sphere or AdS or dS or R×S3) the CHS kinetic
operator is known and can be represented as a product of second-order differential operators [9,
15, 16, 13, 14]. The question is whether the CHS fields can be consistent on non-conformally-flat
backgrounds with non-vanishing Weyl tensor and what are the conditions on the Weyl tensor for
this to happen.
For s = 1 (Maxwell) and s = 2 (Weyl) cases the CHS kinetic terms admit the well-known
generalizations to a non-trivial background metric gµν . For s = 1 we get no constraints on gµν
while for s = 2 the invariance of the quadratic term in the Weyl action
∫
d4x
√
g C2µνλρ expanded
4The computation of the one-loop conformal anomaly c-coefficient in the CHS theory in [9] was based on two
assumptions: (i) the CHS action obtained as a UV divergent part of the induced action in near-flat space expansion can
be reformulated (using a field redefinition) in such a way that at least quadratic kinetic terms in generic curved metric
background are reparametrization and Weyl covariant; (ii) the higher derivative kinetic operators ∇2s + ..., while not
factorizing, in general, into products of ∇2+ ... operators on a Ricci-flat background [13] (as they do on AdS or on the
sphere) still contribute to the c-anomaly in the same way as if they were factorizing. The reason is that the terms with
derivatives of the curvature tensor that obstruct the factorization can not contribute to the C2µνκl conformal anomaly on
dimensional grounds.
5Alternatively, including some auxiliary and Stuekelberg fields one can reformulate the CHS action in a manifestly
conformal form for which rewriting in a generic conformally-flat background amounts to just picking an appropriate
o(d, 2)-connection and conformal compensator.
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in hµν (with gµν → gµν + hµν ) gives a special ∇4+ ... kinetic operator [17, 1, 14]. This operator
is covariant under the gauge transformations δhµν = ∇µǫν + ∇νǫµ + ωgµν provided gµν is an
on-shell background for the Weyl theory, i.e. is Bach-flat,
Bµν = 0 , Bµν ≡ ∇ρ∇µPνρ−∇ρ∇ρPµν −P ρσCµρνσ , Pµν ≡ 12
(
Rµν − 16Rgµν
)
. (1.4)
For s = 3 CHS field this question was addressed in [13] where the corresponding covariant∇6+...
kinetic operator was found to linear order in the background curvature tensor and was shown to
be gauge-invariant on Bach-flat backgrounds (to first order in the curvature).
A goal of the present paper is to make a step towards a covariant description of all CHS fields on
curved Bach-flat (or, in particular, Ricci-flat) backgrounds. Our starting point will be an equivalent
definition of the non-linear CHS action (1.3) based on an effective particle Hamiltonian associated
with the operator ∆(h) in (1.2) [4] that makes the full non-linear symmetry of the theory more
explicit.
In section 2 we shall review the definition of the particle Hamiltonian coupled to the CHS fields
following [4, 5]. Its quantization leads to a quadratic scalar action in CHS background that has
gauge invariances inherited from the freedom in the definition of the particle dynamics. In section
3 we shall suggest a procedure of how to define the scalar action in a way covariant with respect
to a background metric and having the required gauge symmetries. Then the corresponding CHS
action can be again defined as a UV singular part of the induced action found after integrating out
the scalar field.
In section 4 we shall analyse the expansion of this action in powers of the CHS fields and
the consistency conditions of this expansion using perturbation theory in powers of the curvature
of the background metric. Section 5 will contain some concluding remarks. In Appendix A
we shall review the Fedosov-type approach to covariant formulation of first-quantized particle
dynamics that plays important role in our definition of the CHS gauge transformations in a non-
trivial background. In Appendix B we shall make some general comments on the structure of
Weyl invariants built out of the curvature and its covariant derivatives.
2 Particle Hamiltonian in CHS background and expansion near flat
space
Before developing a covariant approach to CHS fields let us briefly recall how their gauge trans-
formations and gauge-invariant action arise from the coordinate-dependent quantized particle ap-
proach [4, 18].
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2.1 Gauge transformations
Let us start with a space-time manifold with coordinates xµ and introduce the momenta pµ con-
jugate to xµ. We will interpret functions of (x, p) which are smooth in x and polynomial in p as
symbols of differential operators acting on “wave functions” of x. The ∗-product will denote the
operator composition in terms of (Weyl) symbols6
∗ = exp
[
~
2
(
←
∂
∂xµ
∂
∂pµ
−
←
∂
∂pµ
∂
∂xµ
)
]
. (2.1)
Let us consider a generic relativistic particle Hamiltonian generalizing the free one H0
H(x, p) = H0(x, p) + h(x, p) , h(x, p) =
∞∑
s=0
hµ1...µs(x) pµ1 ...pµs (2.2)
and subject it to the following gauge transformations [18, 4]7
δH = ~−1[H, ǫ(x, p)]∗ + {H,ω(x, p)}∗ , (2.3)
where ǫ, ω are unconstrained symbols interpreted as gauge parameters.8 They induce the lin-
earized CHS gauge transformations of the coefficient fields hs.
These gauge symmetries have a simple interpretation [19, 20] in the context of a constrained
system Ta(x, p) = 0 where the symbols Ta(x, p) are subject to the 1-st class condition
[Ta, Tb]∗ = U
c
ab ∗ Tc . A given constrained system can be described by an equivalent set of con-
straints: an infinitesimal equivalence relation Ta ∼ Ta + ~−1[Ta, χ]∗ corresponds to an infinites-
imal canonical transformation while the equivalence relation Ta ∼ Ta + λba ∗ Tb corresponds to
an infinitesimal redefinition of the constraints (which preserves the constraint surface). Then the
space of gauge-inequivalent configurations is a moduli space of constrained systems that have
fixed number of 1-st class constraints and satisfy certain extra conditions (e.g. belong to a vicinity
of certain vacuum H0).9
To relate this to (2.3) let us consider the case of just one constraint T ≡ H and identify pa-
rameters as ǫ = χ − ~2λ, ω = 12λ. Then the gauge transformations (2.3) are the natural equiva-
lence transformations of the constrained system describing a relativistic particle. The “vacuum”
(quadratic in p) choice of H
H0 = g(x, p) ≡ −12 g
µν(x) pµpν (2.4)
6Here ~ is a formal parameter that can be always set to 1. Note also that we shall use µ, ν, ... for coordinate indices
and a, b, ... for tangent space indices.
7Here the commutator [ , ]∗ and anticommutator { , }∗ are defined with respect to the above ∗-product.
8This gauge symmetry is reducible: δǫ = {H,α}∗ , δω = −[H,α]∗ where α is a reducibility parameter.
9In the BRST description the constraints are encoded in the symbol Ω(x, p, ghosts) while the above equations and
gauge transformations are encoded in [Ω,Ω]∗ = 0 , δΩ = ~−1[Ω,Ξ]∗ where Ξ contains χ and λab and [ , ]∗ is a
graded commutator. In the context of string field theory such sort of systems were considered in [21].
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is the standard Hamiltonian of a particle in a gravitational background. In this case the linearized
gauge transformations (2.3) read as
δh = ~−1[H0, ǫ(x, p)]∗ + {H0, ω(x, p)}∗
= pµg
µν ∂
∂xν
ǫ− pµ(12 ∂ρg
µν)pν
∂
∂pρ
ǫ− 1
2
gµνpµpν ω +O(~) . (2.5)
Let Ĥ(x, ∂
∂x
) be a differential operator associated to the symbol H(x, p) (assumed to be such that
Ĥ is formally hermitian). As we are using the Weyl symbols this means that H is real if xµ is real
and pµ is imaginary. Then the complex scalar action defined as10
S[φ, h] =
∫
ddx φ∗(x) Ĥ(x,
∂
∂x
) φ(x) (2.6)
is invariant under the transformations (2.3) provided at the same time φ transforms as 11
δφ = −(~−1ǫ̂+ ω̂)φ , ǫ† = −ǫ, ω† = ω . (2.7)
As follows from (2.3) and properties of the Weyl star product, one can consistently put to zero all
fields hs of odd spins appearing in (2.2) along with the gauge parameters ǫ / ω of even / odd degree
in pµ. On top of this there is a consistent truncation to a system where all fields with s > 2 and
their associated gauge parameters are set to zero. This is due to the fact that the elements which
are at most linear in pµ form a Lie subalgebra of a Weyl star-product algebra. The above two
truncations can be combined, resulting in a system for fields of spins 0 and 2 only. Furthermore,
the spin 0 field can also be eliminated. Apart from the above consistent truncation to spins 6 2
one can not get a gauge invariant action depending only on a finite number of fields hs.
2.2 Conserved currents
For H in (2.2),(2.4) the action (2.6) may be written as
S =
∫
ddx
[
φ∗ Ĥ0 φ+ φ
∗ ĥ φ
]
. (2.8)
The condition of its invariance under (2.3) combined with δφ = −~−1ǫ̂ φ takes the form∫
ddx
((
[H0, ǫ]∗ + [h, ǫ]∗
) δS
δh
− ǫ̂ φ∗ δS
δφ
)
= 0 . (2.9)
Introducing a generating function for conserved currents (here uµ is an auxiliary constant vector)
J =
∑
s
1
s!
uµ1 . . . uµs
δS
δhµ1...µs
, (2.10)
10 Here ∗ is complex conjugation which should not be confused with star product defined above.
11Note that by removing (anti)hermiticity conditions on Ĥ, ω̂, ǫ̂ one finds the “equations of motion” version of the
system. Indeed, in this case the above gauge symmetries are symmetries of the following equations of motion: Ĥφ = 0.
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the quadratic in the fields term in (2.9) may be written as∫
ddx
(
〈[H0, ǫ]∗, J〉 − 2(ǫ̂φ)∗Ĥ0φ
)
= 0 , (2.11)
where 〈 , 〉 denotes a natural inner product (contraction of indices) between polynomials in pµ and
polynomials in uµ.12 For H0 = −12ηµνpµpν ≡ −12p2 one gets the usual on-shell conservation
condition for the currents
ηµν
∂
∂uµ
∂
∂xν
J = 0 . (2.12)
Applying analogous arguments to the second gauge invariance with the parameter ω in (2.3) results
in the generalized on-shell tracelessness condition for the currents:∫
ddx
(
〈{H0, ω}∗, J〉 − 2(ω̂φ)∗Ĥ0φ
)
= 0 . (2.13)
For H0 = −12p2 one gets the “deformed” tracelessness condition
(ηµν
∂
∂uµ
∂
∂uν
− 1
2
~
2
)J = 0 . (2.14)
Redefining the components of J one can make them strictly traceless [4] but it is not always
useful to perform this redefinition explicitly.
More generally, taking a variational derivative of (2.9) with respect to ǫ and not decomposing
the result according to the homogeneity in the fields leads to a nonlinear generalization of the
conservation condition (2.12) which now involves the fields hs. Analogous arguments apply to
gauge invariance under the transformations with the parameter ω leading to a nonlinear version
of (2.14).
3 Covariant form of the scalar field action in CHS background
To generalize the above discussion to a curved background we shall first consider a covariant
framework for a relativistic particle quantization. One can naturally define a quantization of the
cotangent bundle over a curved spacetime in a geometrically covariant way. This covariant de-
scription is based on the metric gµν and the metric connection and includes (see also Appendix A):
• star product: for any functions of xµ, pν which are smooth in x and polynomial in p there is
a well-defined (and unique under some extra natural conditions) associative ∗-product. The
∗-commutator (anti-commutator) carries odd (resp. even) homogeneity in p.13
• state space: space of functions of xµ equipped with the natural inner product
〈φ, χ〉 =
∫
ddx
√
g φ∗(x)χ(x) . (3.1)
12For instance, 〈1, 1〉 = 1, 〈uµ, pν〉 = δµν , etc. Note that then (uµ)† = ∂∂pµ , etc.
13For example, if f(x,−p) = f(x, p) and u(x,−p) = u(x, p) then [f, u]∗(x,−p) = −[f, u]∗(x, p).
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• symbol map: there is a well-defined map f → f̂ from functions of x, p (symbols) to differ-
ential operators acting on functions of xµ (“wave functions”) such that
f̂1 ∗ f2 = f̂1 f̂2 . (3.2)
The operator associated to f(x, p) is denoted by R(g, f) = f̂(x, ∂
∂x
). Here g indicates the
dependence on the background metric, i.e. on the covariant derivative and the curvature
built out of it (see Appendix A and more specifically (A.13) and propositions A.2 and A.3).
The real symbols correspond to hermitian operators.
Let us redefine the spin 0 part of h(x, p) in (2.2) by the scalar curvature of the metric and write
H in (2.2),(2.4) as
H(x, p) = g(x, p) +R(x) + h(x, p) , g(x, p) = −1
2
gµν(x)pµpν , R = γR , (3.3)
where R is the scalar curvature and γ is a numerical coefficient. The covariant version of the
scalar field action (2.6),(2.8) then reads
S[g, h, φ] =
∫
ddx
√
g φ∗
(
ĝ(x, p) +R(x)
)
φ+
∫
ddx
√
g φ∗ĥ(x, p)φ , (3.4)
where we have explicitly separated the h-independent term. The coefficient γ in (3.3) is chosen
so that the first term in the above action is the standard action of the conformally coupled scalar.
Note that this action depends on gµν also through the metric connection entering the symbol map.
By construction, this action is invariant under the covariant version of (2.3) and (2.7)14
δh = [g +R+ h, ǫ]∗ + {g +R+ h, ω}∗ , (3.5)
δφ = − ̂(ǫ+ ω)φ . (3.6)
Let us stress that the background field gµν(x) is not affected by this gauge transformation. How-
ever, there are hidden gauge transformations of the action (3.4) related to redefinition of gµν and
h2 = (h
µν) which do not change their sum g + h modulo relevant redefinition of the symbol map
(which depends on gµν ). For further analysis it is useful to employ two extra types of symmetries
which have natural geometrical meaning and are, in fact, certain combinations of (3.5),(3.6) and
redefinitions of gµν and hµν .
First, given that the action (3.4) contains only covariant objects, it is invariant under the dif-
feomorphisms generated by a vector field ξ = ξµ ∂
∂xµ
with hµ1...µs transforming as tensors, i.e.
under
δg = Lξg , δh = Lξh , δφ = ξφ . (3.7)
Second, the h-independent term in (3.4) is the action of a conformally coupled scalar and hence
it is invariant under the usual Weyl symmetry δω0gµν = 2ω0gµν , δω0φ = (d2 − 1)ω0φ, where
14Below we set ~ = 1 for notational simplicity.
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ω0 is p-independent. The second term in (3.4) can also be made invariant by setting δω0h =
2ω0h+ δ
′
ω0
h, where
δ′ω0h = {ω0, h}∗ − 2ω0h+ δ′′ω0h . (3.8)
Here δ′′ω0h takes into account the variation of the symbol map under the variation of the metric.
More precisely, because the map between the operators and the symbols is one-to-one, one can
always trade a variation of the symbol map for an appropriate variation δ′′ω0h of h. If we denote
by R(g, h) the operator associated by the symbol map to the symbol h then
R(g + 2ω0g, h) = R(g, h + δ
′′
ω0
h) +O(ω20) . (3.9)
One can then represent the variation of h as δω0h = {ω0, h}∗ + δ′′ω0h = 2ω0h+ δ′ω0h. It follows
from the structure of the star product and the symbol map that δ′ω0hs is linear in the CHS fields
and only depends on hsi with si > s.15
We conclude that the action (3.4) has an infinitesimal symmetry which is the direct analog of
the usual Weyl transformations
δω0g
µν = 2ω0g
µν , δω0h = 2ω0h+ δ
′
ω0
h , δω0φ = (
d
2 − 1)ω0φ . (3.10)
It will be called the deformed Weyl symmetry in what follows.
4 Covariant expansion of the CHS action in a non-trivial metric
Starting with the covariant version (3.4) of the scalar field action minimally coupled to the CHS
fields one can integrate out the scalar φ and extract the local log-divergent part S[g, h] of the result-
ing induced action as in (1.3). This local term is invariant under the h-field part (3.5) of the gauge
symmetries (3.5),(3.6) as well as under the symmetries (3.7),(3.10) of the original scalar action
and thus provides a natural definition of the CHS action S[g, h] in a general metric background.
15 The only nontrivial pont is to check this for δ′′hs. The terms in the ĥφ involving s derivatives of φ have the
structure hν1...νt∂µ1 . . . ∂µsφ where contractions of indices between the two groups may be via δ-symbol, Γµνρ, and
the curvature and its derivatives. It is clear that any such contraction can be nonvanishing only for t> s (note the
number of upper and lower indices in Γ, R etc.), and, moreover, at t = s one can have the leading contribution
where only δ-symbols are employed in the contraction. Furthermore, the variations of the above expression under the
change of gµν and the respective change of the connection, curvature, etc., can be compensated by the variation of hs.
This way one finds the compensating transformation δ′′ω0hs which, by construction, is proportional to ht with t > s.
For instance, δ′ha contains the terms such as habc∇b∇cω0, δω0(∇chca), δω0(∇b∇chbca) as well as further terms
involving h2, h3, . . .. Here, δω0 acts only on the Levi-Civita connection coefficients and the respective curvature and
denotes their variation under the Weyl transformation.
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4.1 Expansion of the CHS action
Let us specify to the case of d = 4 and consider the expansion of S[g, h] in powers of hs
S[g, h] = S[g] + S1[g, h] + S2[g, h] + . . . , (4.1)
S1[g, h] =
∑
s
∫
d4x
√
g Kµ1...µs [g] h
µ1...µs , S2 =
∑
s,s′
∫
hs Oss′ [g] hs′ , ... (4.2)
Here we ignore total derivatives and hence Ks = (Kµ1...µs) can be assumed to be a local function
of the metric g. The diffeomorphisms (3.7) transform g and hs through themselves. Under the
deformed Weyl transformations (3.10) g gets rescaled while hs transforms into ht with t> s. As
S[g] must be invariant under both diffeomorphisms and the usual Weyl transformations of the
metric g and is local, it should be the standard C2µνλρ Weyl action (cf. the discussion of Weyl
invariants in Appendix B).
As the diffeomorphism and the deformed Weyl symmetries are homogeneous in h, the linear in
h term S1 must be invariant on its own. Thus Kµ1...µs [g] should be a tensor under the diffeomor-
phisms and should vanish (or give a total derivative) if gµν is flat. The fact that the flat-space CHS
action has no terms linear in h is clear directly from (1.2),(1.3). Indeed, as hs has mass dimension
2 − s and the CHS action is local and dimensionless, Ks in S1 should have dimension 2 + s, i.e.
it should have a structure ∇2+s + R∇s + .... + R 2+s2 where R is the curvature. We shall ignore
the leading highest derivative term as it gives a total derivative in (4.2).
Let us note that for a flat gµν background the quadratic in hs term is not manifestly diagonal
before one performs the algebraic redefinition of the fields (that takes care of the traces of the
fields, i.e. is related to the algebraic part of the gauge transformations [4]). For a non-trivial gµν
one will face a more serious non-diagonality issue due to terms involving the curvature of gµν that
mix fields of different spin; this is related to the differential part of the gauge transformations.
Suppose that gµν = gµν0 (x) and hs = 0 (for all s) is a particular solution of the equations corre-
sponding to S[g, h]. The necessary and sufficient conditions for that are (ignoring total derivative
terms)
δS[g]
δg
∣∣∣
g=g0
= 0 , Kµ1...µs [g0] = 0 . (4.3)
Thus g0 should be Bach-flat and Ks should vanish on a Bach-flat background. Then the expansion
of (4.1) near this solution reads as
S[g0, h] = S[g0] + S2[g0, h] + ... , (4.4)
where we set to zero the perturbation h¯µν of gµν itself. As gµν is not affected by the gauge
transformations (3.5),(3.6) the term S2[g0, h] should be invariant under the linearized version of
(3.5), i.e.
δhs =
(
[g0 +R0, ǫ]∗ + {g0 +R0, ω}∗
)∣∣∣
s
. (4.5)
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Here A
∣∣
s
denotes the projection to spin s of the generating function A(x, p), i.e. the term of
homogeneity s in pµ.
It follows from the structure of the star-product that one can consistently put to zero all the fields
with s > s0 along with ǫ parameters of homogeneity > s0 − 1 and ω of homogeneity > s0 − 2 in
p. Hence S2[g0, h]
∣∣
hs>s0=0
is invariant under the linearized gauge transformations (4.5) with ǫ of
degree < s0 and ω of degree < s0 − 1.
Let us now show the vanishing of Ks[g0] in Bach-flat background at least to first order in the
background curvature. This will generalize the result of [13] that the s = 3 kinetic operator is
gauge-invariant in a Bach-flat background to linear order in the curvature.
4.2 Conditions for the vanishing of the linear fluctuation term
Let us study the consequences of the deformed Weyl symmetry (3.10) for the structure ofKµ1...µs [g].
It is useful to introduce the following notation for the transformation of Ks under δgµν = 2ω0gµν :
δ′ω0Kµ1...µs = δω0Kµ1...µs − 2ω0Kµ1...µs . (4.6)
Consider the variation of √gKshs under the deformed Weyl transformation. Since δ′h0 (defined
in (3.8)) does not depend on h0, the only term proportional to h0 is δ′K0h0 and hence δ′K0 = 0.
This implies that K0 is Weyl invariant with weight −2 (i.e. behaves like gµν ) but there are no such
non-trivial invariants (see Appendix B).
Let us proceed by induction. Assuming that we have shown that Kr = 0 for r < s, let us
consider the variation of √gKshs under the deformed Weyl transformation. Concentrating on the
terms in the variation proportional to hs gives
(δ′ω0Ks)hs +
∞∑
l=1
Kl(δ
′hl)
∣∣
ht=0,t6=s
= 0 . (4.7)
Note that (δ′hl)
∣∣
s
= 0 for l> s. Taking this and Kl = 0 for l < s into account one finds
δ′ω0Ks = 0 and hence Ks is a tensor which is Weyl invariant of weight −2.
Next, let us consider the gauge transformations (3.5). The gauge variation of S1 under the
inhomogeneous in h part ([g+R, ǫ]∗ + {g+R, ω}∗)
∣∣
s
of (3.5) should vanish. Setting to zero all
the fields of spin > s and the associated gauge parameters one gets∫
d4x
√
g Kµ1...µs∇(µ1ǫµ2...µs) = 0 ,
∫
d4x
√
g Kµ1...µsg
(µ1µ2ωµ3...µs) = 0 . (4.8)
This leads to
TrKs = 0 , ∇µ1Kµ1µ2...µs = 0 , (4.9)
i.e. Ks should have the same properties as a covariantly-conserved traceless current. The relations
(4.8) and (4.9) have direct generalizations to d > 4 dimensions.
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We have thus shown that under the induction assumption Ks should be a Weyl invariant tensor
of weight 2 which is also traceless and covariantly conserved. The totally symmetric traceless
tensors of Weyl weigh −2 are called in the math literature as “admissible invariants”. For s6 3
these invariants are known explicitly [22]: for s = 1 any invariant vanishes; for s = 2 it is
proportional to the Bach tensor; for s = 3 it is proportional to the Eastwood–Dighton tensor (see
Appendix B for more details):
Eµνρ → EABCA′B′C′ = ΨABCD∇DD′ΨA′B′C′D′ − ΨA′B′C′D′∇DD′ΨABCD . (4.10)
Here we resorted to the spinor conventions where ΨABCD and ΨA′B′C′D′ are Weyl spinors corre-
sponding to (anti)self-dual components of the Weyl tensor.
For general s, one may consider a special case of 4d Bach-flat backgrounds with Weyl tensor
which is (anti)selfdual. It is easy to see that in this case Ks must vanish (see Appendix B) and
hence CHS are consistent.
Considering generic backgrounds, let us restrict attention to terms in Ks which are linear in the
curvature or Weyl tensor C . Then we will have ∇sC like terms where s indices are symmetrised
and 4 indices are contracted by gµν . Since ∇sC should be a totally symmetric tensor and since
C has 4 indices and is traceless, two of the derivatives should act on C itself. Such terms should
vanish on a Bach-flat background.
It would be important to extend the above argument of the vanishing of Ks beyond the linear in
curvature terms. Let us make few comments that may be useful for an attempt to prove this. As the
metric g should actually be a background for the spin 2 field h2, there should be a hidden gauge
symmetry which transforms g and h2 in such a way that their sum g + h2 remains invariant while
all other fields hs also transform to compensate for the change of the symbol map. This symmetry
may be useful to eliminate some unwanted terms. Another remark is that we are dealing with
the CHS theory involving an infinite set of fields but so far made use of only some of the gauge
symmetries that preserve the subspace of field configurations where only a finite collection of
fields are non-vanishing. In particular, for the above arguments to work it is enough to compute
the CHS action as the divergent part of the scalar effective action (1.3) with hr = 0 for r > s.
This way one may avoid subtleties related to the fact that the full space of CHS fields is infinite-
dimensional. Finally, let us mention that the entire construction can probably be made more
geometrical by employing the conformally equivariant quantization which is known [23, 24] for
generic conformal manifolds.
4.3 Gauge invariance of spin-s quadratic term to first order in curvature
As we have argued above, Ks[g0] must vanish at least up to terms of second order in the curva-
ture16 if the background metric g0 is Bach-flat. The gauge invariance of the complete action (4.1)
16By curvature terms we always mean the products of Riemann tensor and its covariant derivatives.
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at the zeroth and the first order in h gives∫ √
gKsδ
0
ǫhs = 0 ,
∫ √
g Ksδ
1
ǫhs +
∫ √
g
δS2
δhs
δ0ǫhs = 0 , (4.11)
where δ0 and δ1 denote the leading and the linear in h parts of the gauge transformation. As
Ks ∼ C2 (here C denotes the Weyl tensor and its Weyl-covariant derivatives, see Appendix B)
the second equality implies
δ0ǫ,ωS2[g0, h] = O(R
2) , (4.12)
where δ0ǫ,ω denotes the gauge transformation linearized around g = g0, hs = 0. To zeroth order
in the curvatures the gauge transformations are explicitly
δ0ǫhs = (pµ∇µ)ǫs−1, δ0ωhs = −12gµνpµpν ωs−2 − 14gµν∇µ∇νωs . (4.13)
We now set to zero all the fields with s > s0 and their associated gauge parameters. For s = s0
(4.13) then gives the exact linearized gauge transformation. Indeed, the curvature contributions
may only affect fields with the spins lower than s0. Note also that the second term in the expres-
sion for δωhs vanishes for s = s0. Moreover, to zeroth order in the curvature this term can be
removed [4] by the field and the gauge parameter redefinition. Upon this redefinition the gauge
transformation takes the standard diagonal form, with the usual derivatives replaced by the covari-
ant ones. This implies that to zeroth order in the curvature the term S2[g0, h] is just a direct sum
of the standard quadratic actions for all spins 1, 2, . . . , s0.
Let us now include terms of first order in the curvature. Because to zeroth order in curvature
S2[g0, h] is diagonal (does not contain terms mixing different spins) the gauge invariance implies
that the quadratic in hs0 term in S2[g0, h] is gauge invariant on its own up to terms of second order
in curvature. Indeed, under the transformation with only ǫs0−1 and ωs0−2 nonvanishing the terms
in the variation of S2[g0, h] that are linear in hs0 either originate from the quadratic in hs0 term or
from the variation of hs with s < s0 in the mixing terms. In the later case the variation is at least
of order 2 so that (4.12) implies the assertion. This generalizes the spin 3 statement from [13] to
any integer spin case.
Let us note that, strictly speaking, in the above considerations we made use of the expansion
in Riemann curvature while the vanishing of Ks was shown to first order in the Weyl curvature.
This is the same for special case of Ricci-flat backgrounds, but there are Bach-flat backgrounds
that are not Ricci-flat. Taking into account the (deformed) Weyl invariance it should be possible
to demonstrate also the gauge invariance to first order in the Weyl curvature.
4.4 Spin 3 example
Let us now assume that the background metric is chosen such that both the Bach tensor (1.4)
and the Eastwood-Dighton tensor (4.10) vanish, i.e. Bµν = 0 = Eµνρ. For an algebraically-
general Weyl tensor this implies that the metric is conformally Einstein [25, 22]. Unfortunately,
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the vanishing of K3 in (4.2),(4.9) does not directly imply that the spin 3 CHS field kinetic term is
always consistent (i.e. gauge-invariant) on such a background. Taking ǫ = ǫabpapb and extracting
the linear in h3 contribution in the h4 variation in the second equation in (4.11) one gets:∫
d4x
√
gK4[h3, ǫ2]∗
∣∣∣
4
+
∫
d4x
√
g h3
δ2S2
δh3δh1
δ0ǫ2h1+
∫
d4x
√
g h3
δ2S2
δh3δh3
δ0ǫ2h3 = 0 . (4.14)
Thus if K4 were nonvanishing beyond the leading order in curvature, our argument would not in
general imply that the spin 1 plus spin 3 system is consistent on its own. Below we shall assume
that this is not the case, i.e. all Ks vanish on Bach-flat background to all orders in curvature
expansion.
It is clear from the structure of (4.14) that on a non-trivial background the spin 3 field may mix
with the spin 1 in the quadratic term S2 in (4.1). To understand the reason for this mixing let us
go back to the discussion in sections 2 and 3 and consider the linearized gauge transformations
around the vacuum Hamiltonian H0 = −12gµνpµpν = −12ηabpapb in (2.4). As was noted above,
it follows from the structure of the star-product that the linearized gauge transfomations with
parameters ǫ and ω of degree s − 1 and s − 2 respectively can only affect the fields of spins
s, s− 2, s− 4, . . .. Thus the simplest nontrivial system is that of spins 1 and 3. For s = 1 field the
gauge transformations are standard. For s = 3 the parameters are ǫabpapb and wapa. Let us first
consider the gradient-like transformation
δ(habcpapbpc) = [−12 η
abpapb, ǫ
cdpcpd]∗
∣∣∣
3
= papbpc(∇aǫbc) , (4.15)
where we projected to the spin 3 component and disregarded the contribution from the background
scalar curvature. This is thus a natural covariantisation of the flat-space gradient gauge transfor-
mation. However, the transformation generated by ǫcdpcpd gives also a non-zero contribution to
the spin 1 sector:17
δ(hapa) = [−12 η
abpapb, ǫ
cdpcpd]∗
∣∣∣
1
= −43Rabcd∇aǫcdpb . (4.16)
Thus the linearized gauge transformations with parameters ǫab and ωa will act on spin 1 field as
δha = −43Rabcd∇cǫbd − 14∇2ωa . (4.17)
17Let us stress that these relations are complete as terms of degree higher than 2 in the covariantly constant lifts of
η and ǫ can not contribute. For comparison, in the sector of spin 2 and spin 0 fields with H = ηabpapb + h0(x), the
gauge transformations with parameters ǫ = ǫa(x)pa and ω = ω(x) read (restricted to h0, cf. also [4])
δh0 = ǫ
a∇ah0 + 2ωh0 + 12ηab∇a∇bω .
Using the transformation law of the scalar curvature δωR = 2ωR + ηab∇a∇bω under Weyl transformations of the
metric g → ωg one finds that h′0 = h0 − γR transforms homogeneously: δh′0 = ǫa∇ah′0 +2ωh′0. It follows from the
above transformation law that one can consistently put h′0 to zero in the scalar field action
∫
ddx
√
g
(
φ∗(ĝ + ĥ0)φ
)
=∫
ddx
√
gφ∗
(−∇2 + γR + h′0
)
φ.
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While the second term here can be removed by a field redefinition (the “dressing map” of [4])
ha → ha + c∇2habb, the first term is non-trivial.18
The presence of the ǫbd term in (4.17) implies that the standard Maxwell ∂h1∂h1 term in the
quadratic action S2 can not be invariant under such transformation. As a result, we should then
expect h1h3 mixing, i.e. non-diagonal terms like R∇h1∇h3+R∇∇h1 h3+RRh1h3 that should
compensate for the variation of the quadratic in h1 term under the h3 gauge transformation in
(4.17).19
As we have seen above, to first order in the curvature the mixing terms in the action like h1h3
one do not affect the gauge invariance of the quadratic term S2 under the transformation with
parameters ǫs−1 and ωs−2 (so there is no contradiction with ref. [13] where quadratic in h3 term
in the action was constructed to linear order in the curvature by imposing the condition of gauge
invariance). However, to second order in the curvature the mixing terms can not be neglected.
Then it is natural to expect that in general only a system of all spins s, s − 2, s − 4, . . . can be
well-defined on a sufficiently curved background.
The presence of non-diagonal terms in S2 on curved background is thus expected in general
and deserves further study.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we addressed the question of covariant description of conformal higher spin fields
in a non-trivial background. The standard definition of the CHS action (1.3) gives an expansion
near flat space and thus is not generally covariant. Given that the spin 2 CHS field should have
a natural interpretation of a conformal graviton, one expects that there should be a possibility to
rewrite this action in a manifestly covariant form with the spin 2 part represented by the non-linear
Weyl action.20
We suggested a way to define the CHS action in a covariant way by using the background metric
to define the star product in the associated particle dynamics and thus in the definition of the gauge
transformations.
18 Let us note that the need for spin 1 field to transform under the spin 3 gauge transformations when the background
is not conformally flat can be concluded directly from the study of the conservation condition of a complex scalar spin
3 current on a curved (e.g. Ricci-flat) background (R. Roiban and A. Tseytlin, unpublished). If Js ∼ φ∗∇...∇φ + ...
then on a Ricci-flat background and using ∇2φ = 0 one can show that ∇µJµνλ ∼ Cνσλρ∇σJρ implying that to have
the hµJµ + hµνλJµνλ coupling term to be invariant under spin 3 gauge transformations δhµνλ = ∇µǫνλ + ... one is
to modify the spin 1 transformation by C νµλρ ∇µǫνλ term.
19Note that in the constant curvature space where Rabcd = λ(ηacηbd−ηbcηad) the first term in (4.17) takes the form
δha = λ(∇aǫbb−∇bǫba) ∼ ∇aǫbb+ηbc(∇(aǫbc)) and hence can be removed by a combination of field redefinition and
gauge parameter redefinition. The same should be true also for general conformally-flat metrics.
20It should be noted that a possibility to rewrite the action for an infinite set of fields in a manifestly covariant and
local way is not a priori obvious. For a somewhat related discussion in the string theory context see [26].
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As is well known, the quadratic term in an action expanded near its classical solution should
have linearized gauge invariance. For example, the quadratic 4-derivative operator in the Weyl
action expanded near Bach-flat background is consistent, i.e. has the standard reparametrization
invariance (which is fixed by a background gauge in quantum computations). The same was
previously found to be true to linear order in the curvature expansion for the conformal spin 3
operator in a Bach-flat metric [13]. Here we generalized this fact to any conformal higher spin
field and commented on a possibility of extending this claim to terms quadratic in the curvature.
We also pointed out the presence of curvature-dependent mixing terms in the quadratic part of the
conformal higher spin action expanded in a non-trivial background.
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A Covariant quantization in Fedosov-type approach:
quantum version of normal coordinate expansion
Let us recall how to perform quantization on the cotangent bundle in generic coordinates. Let
xµ be coordinates on the base manifold and pµ their conjugate momenta. The canonical Poisson
bracket reads as {xµ, pν} = δµν . We would like to define quantization compatible with a given
Riemanian metric gµν(x). Let us introduce frame field eaµ and Lorentz connection ωbµa such that 21
∇ea = 0 , ωbaηbc + ωbcηba = 0 , gµν = eaµebνηab . (A.1)
In what follows we will use the coordinates xµ, pa = eµapµ on the cotangent bundle.
Let us introduce extra variables ya which are coordinates on the tangent spaces and the star
product
◦ = exp
[
~
2
(
←
∂
∂ya
∂
∂pb
−
←
∂
∂pa
∂
∂ya
)
]
. (A.2)
21We use convention∇(T apa) = dxµωaµbT bpa,Raµν b = ∂µωaνb+ωaµcωcνb−(µ⇄ ν). In particular,∇2f(x, y, p) =
[ 1
2
dxµdxνRaµν by
bpa, f(x, y, p)]∗.
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Proposition A.1. Given e, ω there exist a nonlinear connection whose covariant derivative (acting
on forms with values in functions of y, p) has the form
D = dxµ
∂
∂xµ
+ ~−1[eapa + ω
b
µay
apb, ·]◦ + ~−1[r, ·]◦ , r = yaybdxµrµab(x, y, p) (A.3)
and for any f(x, y, p) satisfies
DDf(x, y, p) = 0 . (A.4)
Under the extra condition eµaya ∂∂(dxµ)r = 0 this connection is unique and is such that r is linear
in pa.
Proof. The proof is based on using suitable degree of homogeneity in y plus and ~ and acyclicity
of the differential δ = dxµeaµ ∂∂ya in nonzero form-degree.
Note that by construction D differentiates ◦-product. If r is linear in pa it also satisfies the
Poisson bracket version of the flatness condition (i.e. coincides with its classical limit). In what
follows we assume that D is minimal (satisfies eµaya ∂∂(dxµ)r = 0). Terms of degree 4 and less read
explicitly as:22
r = dxµ
[− 13Raµcbpaycyb + (...)∇dRaµcbpaycybyd + (...)∇e∇dRaµcbpaycybydye + . . . ]
+ dxµ(RcµdeR
a
fbcpay
fybydye + . . .) + . . . . (A.5)
Here the first line contain terms linear in curvature and its covariant derivatives.23
Proposition A.2. For any f(x, p) there exist a unique fˇ(x, y, p) such that
Dfˇ = 0 , fˇ |y=0 = f . (A.6)
Moreover, if D is a unique connection such that eµaya ∂∂(dxµ)r = 0 then for f(x,−p) = ±f(x, p)
the associated fˇ also satisfies fˇ(x,−p) = ±fˇ(x, p). More precisely, for f of homogeniety s in
pa, fˇ contains terms of homogeneity s, s− 2, s − 4, . . ..
Proof. fˇ is constructed iteratively in the degree of homogeneity in y and ~. For D special r
is linear in pa so that the star commutator may only reduce the homogeneity in pa by an even
number.
22We shall denote by (...) some numerical coefficients precise values of which is not relevant for our discussion.
23Note that expansion in homogeneity in curvatures r =
∑∞
i=1 ri is well defined and the flatness condition decom-
poses as
∇ri − δri + 12
∑
l+k=i, l,k>0[rl, rk]◦ = 0
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It follows that the space of all functions in x, p is isomorphic to covariantly constant functions
depending in addition on y-variables. Below and in the main text we need the following example:
if η = 12η
abpapb then
ηˇ = 12η
abpapb +
1
6R
a
bcdpap
bycyd + (terms of degree > 2 ) (A.7)
This is related to the expansion in normal coordinates if one identifies ya as normal coordinates
around xµ. Note that, in general, terms independent of momenta may appear but they are of order
~2. For a general element f = fab(x) papb quadratic in pa one has
fˇ = fab(x)papb + y
a∇af bcpbpc + 12 y
ayb∇a∇bf cdpcpd + (...)Rabcdf beycydpape+
+ 23~
2Rabcd∇af cdyb + . . . (A.8)
where dots denote terms of total degree higher than 2. For a linear one
fˇ = fapa + y
b∇bfapa + 12 y
ayb∇a∇bf cpc + (...)Rabcdf bycydpa + (deg > 3 terms) (A.9)
The above construction gives the covariant ∗ product on contangent bundle: using the above
propositions we may define
f ∗ g := (fˇ ◦ gˇ)
∣∣
y=0
. (A.10)
The consistency of this definition follows from the fact that for any fˇ , gˇ satisfying Dfˇ = Dgˇ = 0
one has D(fˇ ◦ gˇ) = 0. The above construction of the star product is a version of that of [27] which
in turn has its origin in the Fedosov quantization [28].
As an example let us compute explicitly the tranformation of the spin 1 under the tranformation
generated by ǫabpapb:
δ(hapa) = [−12ηabpapb, ǫcdpcpd]∗
∣∣
1
= −43Rabcd∇aǫcdpb . (A.11)
Next, let us describe the representation space in a covariant way. Let ρ denote a map that sends
Weyl symbol f(y, p) into the respective operator in coordinate representation (i.e. on functions of
y). For instance, ρ(yapb) = −12~(ya ∂∂yb +
∂
∂yb
ya).
Proposition A.3. For any wave function φ(x) there exist a unique lift φˇ(x, y) satisfying
~ [∇+ ρ(eapa + r)] φˇ = 0 and φ|y=0 = φ.
To illustrate this, let us explicitly evaluate the lift up to terms of degree 3:
φˇ = φ+ ya∇aφ+ 12 y
ayb
[∇a∇b + (...)~2Rab]φ+ . . . (A.12)
The action of the operator f̂(x, ∂
∂x
) with symbol f(x, p) on the wave function φ(x) is defined by
f̂φ =
(
ρ(fˇ)Φ
) |y=0 . (A.13)
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Note that by construction 1 acts as an identity operator and (̂f ∗ g) = f̂ ĝ (because ρ is a repre-
sentation map). This way we have constructed a covariant symbol map that sends functions of x, p
to differential operators on x. Note that the map is solely expressed in terms of covariant deriva-
tives, frame field, and curvature (along with its covariant derivatives). This shows that although
the map is written in terms of local coordinates and local frame it does not depend on the choice
of coordinates and the frame.
The above technique allows to reformulate the relations (2.3) and (2.7) in manifestly coordinate-
independent terms. In so doing the component fields entering H(x, p) transform as tensors under
a change of coordinates. By a suitable field redefinition one can also achieve that they transform
homogeneously under the linearized gauge transformations (see the end of this appendix for spin
2 case).
Let us now discuss the inner product. The minimal choice is
〈φ, χ〉 =
∫
ddx
√
g φ∗(x)χ(x) (A.14)
The question is how to identify (anti)hermitian operators at the level of symbols.
Proposition A.4. Real (imaginary) symbols correspond to hermitian (antihermitian) operators.
Proof. First of all we show that for f(x, p) real (imaginary) the respective lift fˇ(x, p, y) is also
real (imaginary). Let us for definiteness consider real f . It is enough to assume all coefficients to
be real so that f(x, p) contains only even powers of pa. By inspecting the recursive construction
of fˇ we see that odd powers of p can not appear as well as imaginary coefficients (we assume
that the metric, frame field and connection are real). Finally, because fˇ is real ρ(fˇ) is formally
hermitian when represented on wave functions of ya where the conjugation rules are (ya)† = ya
and ∂
∂ya
† = − ∂
∂ya
(in this case dependence on xµ is irrelevant and as before xµ† = xµ).
It is enough to check this statement for operators whose symbols are of zeroth and first order in
p. Indeed, such operators generate the entire algebra. For f = f(x) the statement is obvious. For
f = va(x)pa we have (this is just a rewriting of (A.9))
fˇ(x, p, y) = v˜a(x, y)pa , v˜
a = va + yb∇bva +O(y2) (A.15)
Because ρ(f) is formally antihermitian on wave functions of y we have∫
ddx
√
g φ∗f̂χ =
∫
ddx
√
g
(
φˇ∗ρ(fˇ)χˇ
) ∣∣
y=0
=
1
2
∫
ddx
√
g
(
φˇ∗(v˜a
∂
∂ya
+
∂
∂ya
v˜a)χˇ
) ∣∣
y=0
(A.16)
= −
∫
ddx
√
g
(
(ρ(fˇ)φˇ)∗χˇ
) ∣∣
y=0
+
∫
ddx
√
g
(
∂
∂ya
(φˇ∗v˜aχˇ
)
)
∣∣
y=0
.
Using that ( ∂
∂ya
X)|y=0 = ∇aY for some Y , where X is φ∗ or χ or v˜a, the integrand of the last
term can be rewritten as √g∇aXa = √g∇µXµ = ∂µ(...)µ and hence the integral vanishes under
the standard assumptions.
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To summarize, we have constructed a covariant (independent of the choice of local coordi-
nates) description of quantum mechanics on the cotangent bundle. We thus have all the required
ingredients: representation space, inner product, operators, symbols and symbol-map.
B Weyl invariants
Let us briefly recall some known results on the structure of the conformal and diffeomorphism
invariants. More precisely, we are interested in (tensor valued) local functions Kµ1...µs of the
metric and its derivatives (cf. (4.2)) that transform covariantly under the diffeomorphsims and
Weyl transformations. It turns out that a candidate invariant is a polynomial in
gµν , Cµνρσ , DαCµνρσ , DαDβCµνρσ, . . . (B.1)
with indices properly contracted by gµν . Here Cµνρσ is the Weyl tensor and Dα denotes a Weyl-
covariant derivative related to the so-called Thomas D-derivative.24 In general, such polynomial
is not invariant under Weyl transformations as in contrast to gµν and Cµνρσ the transformation
law of Dα . . .DβCµνρσ may involve a gradient of the Weyl parameter ω0. Hence the invariance
condition imposes extra constraints on the structure of the polynomial. For more details we refer
to [29] and references there.
Let us analyze the necessary condition for a rank s tensor-valued local function to be diffeo-
morphism covariant and Weyl covariant with weight w. Taking into account that gµν has Weyl
weight −2 while gµν and Dµ. . .DνCαβγδ have weight 2, we get
2ng + 4nC + nD − 2ng = s , −2ng − 2nC + 2ng = −w , (B.2)
where ng, nC , nD and ng denote, respectively, the numbers of gµν , C,D and gµν factors in a
polynomial. The first equation counts indices while the second counts the Weyl weight. As a
consequence, we have
2nC + nD = −w + s . (B.3)
Consider, for example, a scalar invariant which is an integrand of S0[g] =
∫
d4x
√
gL0. One finds
that L0 is Weyl invariant of weight −4 for which (B.3) has two solutions nC = 1, nD = 2 and
nC = 2, nD = 0. The first one gives zero (as C is traceless) so one ends up with L0 = C2, i.e.
the well-known Weyl gravity Lagrangian.
Next, let us consider a rank-one tensor Kµ of weight w = −2 appearing in (4.2). Then we have
only one nontrivial solution: nC = 1, nD = 1. It should again vanish as here at least two indices
of the Weyl tensor should be contracted with the metric.
For a polynomial Kµν with s = 2, w = −2 we have two solutions: nC = 2, nD = 0 and
nC = 1, nD = 2. The latter one necessarily contains two derivatives contracted with the indices
24The first D-derivative of Weyl tensor is the same as the ordinary covariant derivative , i.e. DαCβγδρ = ∇αCβγδρ.
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of C and hence should vanish on a Bach-flat background. The former can be brought to the
following form
k1gµνCαβγρC
αβγρ + k2CµαβγCν
αβγ . (B.4)
Imposing the tracelessness (k1 = −14k2) and covariant conservation conditions (4.8) this can be
shown to vanish on a Ricci-flat background using ∇[µCνα]βγ = 0; Weyl-covariance implies that
same should be true on a Bach-flat background.
The analysis for s > 2 becomes rather involved. Considerable simplification can be achieved by
employing the spinor formalism in 4d. In this approach the self-dual (anti-self-dual) component of
C is represented by the totally symmetric spinor ΨABCD (ΨA′B′C′D′) where A = 1, 2 (A′ = 1, 2).
The invariant contractions of indices are performed with the help of the antisymmetric tensor ǫAB
or ǫA
′B′
. In particular, the Minkowski metric ηµν in spinorial notations reads as ηAA′,BB′ =
2ǫABǫA′B′ (for a concise exposition see, e.g., [30] and refs. therein).
For example, for s = 2, by writing the spinorial counterpart of (B.4) one finds that the second
term necessarily vanishes so that the tracelessness condition implies that the first term vanishes as
well.
For s = 3 we have Kµνρ which, according to (B.3), can not have terms of order higher than 2
in Weyl tensor and its Weyl-covariant derivatives. As the linear in Cµνρσ term vanishes on Bach-
flat background let us concentrate on the quadratic contribution which should involve only one
covariant derivative. In the spinorial approach Kµνρ is described by KAA′BB′CC′ to which only
the following terms may contribute
ΨABCD∇EE′ΨA′B′C′D′ , ΨA′B′C′D′∇EE′ΨABCD , (B.5)
where the indices are contracted with the ǫ-tensors. It is clear that there is only one inequivalent
contraction that leaves 3 + 3 free indices. It results in the following general expression:
n1ΨABCD∇DD′ΨA′B′C′D′ + n2ΨA′B′C′D′∇DD′ΨABCD . (B.6)
The Weyl covariance of Kµνρ implies that n2 = −n1 in which case the above expression is
proportional to the Eastwood-Dighton tensor Eµνρ in (4.10). It is known to vanish for the metric
conformal to the Einstein one. Note that the Eastwood-Dighton tensor is by construction trace-free
and its divergence is proportional to the Bach tensor and thus vanishes on a Bach-flat background.
Let us note that all Ks vanish in the special case of Bach-flat 4d backgrounds with self dual (or
antiselfdual) Weyl tensor. In this case ΨA′B′C′D′ = 0 so that Ks is build out of ΨABCD = 0,
ǫAB , ǫA′B′ , DAA′ . Moreover, ǫ may only enter to contract indices because Ks should be totally
symmetric so that primed indices may only originate from covariant derivatives so that (B.3)
implies nC = 1 and hence Ks should be proportional to the Bach tensor.
. Indeed, in this case K3 and K4 vanish just on the basis of the index structure.
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Finally, let us list two useful relations in spinorial notations. The Bianchi identity for the Weyl
tensor reads
∇AB′ΨABCD = ∇A
′
B ΦCDA′B′ − 2ǫB(C∇D)B′Λ , (B.7)
where ΦABA′B′ is the trace-free Ricci spinor and Λ is a multiple of the scalar curvature. The Bach
tensor is given by
BAA′BB′ = 2(∇CA′∇DB′+ΦCDA′B′)ΨABCD = 2(∇C′A∇D′B+ΦC′D′AB)ΨA′B′C′D′ . (B.8)
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